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Seismic Performance of Historical Masonry
Structures Through Pushover and Nonlinear
Dynamic Analyses
Sergio Lagomarsino and Serena Cattari
Abstract Earthquakes are the main cause of damage for ancient masonry build-
ings. In order to reduce their vulnerability with compatible and light interventions,
it is necessary to have accurate models for the seismic analysis, able to simulate the
nonlinear behaviour of masonry, and well defined Performance-Based Assessment
(PBA) procedure, aimed to guarantee acceptable levels of risk for the use of the
building, the safety of occupants and the conservation of the monument itself.
Displacement-based approach is the more appropriate for this type of structures,
which cracks even for low intensity earthquakes and can survive to severe ones only
if they have a sufficient displacement capacity. Among the wide variety of histor-
ical masonry structures, buildings characterized by a box-type behavior are here
considered, which can be modeled through the equivalent frame model, considering
the assembling of nonlinear piers and spandrels. Thus, the main object of the paper
is to establish a strict equivalence between the use of static pushover and incre-
mental dynamic analyses for the PBA. Pros and cons of the two methods are
discussed, as well as some critical issues related to their application. A multiscale
approach is proposed for the definition of the performance levels, which considers
the seismic response at different scales: local damage in single elements, perfor-
mance of single walls and horizontal diaphragms and global behavior. An original
contribution is the use of Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) technique for
the correct interpretation of numerical and experimental dynamic results.
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Seismic safety evaluations of existing masonry buildings aim to assess whether
retrofitting interventions are needed. In the case of historical buildings, conserva-
tion principles require that interventions are minimized to protect as much as
possible heritage values (beside the ensuring of people safety and durability of
original materials). In order to demonstrate that a structural intervention is neces-
sary (in the sense that the building is not safe enough) and effective (in the sense
that the intervention is able to achieve a satisfactory safety level), the structural
engineer should be able to: (i) minimize the modelling uncertainties of the current
structural behaviour and after structural modifications; (ii) adopt accurate and
reliable models to predict the seismic response; (iii) adopt reliable criteria for the
safety assessment.
Therefore, quantitative and reliable procedures for the evaluation of the seismic
safety index of the structure are required. In the last decade, an increasing number
of codes for the assessment of existing buildings were published (e.g. EC8-Part
3 2005; ASCE 41–13 2014; CNR DT 212 2013; SIA 269/8 2013). In the case of
historical buildings, due to their complex configuration, many recommendations
(ICOMOS 2005; ISO 13822 2010; CIB 335 2010) stress the importance of the
qualitative approach. However, while a qualitative assessment is usually sufficient
for the diagnosis in many critical situations, such as material deterioration or soil
settlements, the evaluation of seismic vulnerability without the support of calcula-
tions is overambitious; in this case, the qualitative approach and the historical
analysis can only suggest which is the expected seismic behaviour, but they are
not sufficient to prove the building safety. This is the reason why the Italian
Guidelines for the seismic assessment of cultural heritage (P.C.M. 9/2/2011) clearly
state that quantitative calculation of the structural safety are necessary and recent
research trends (e.g. the PERPETUATE project – Lagomarsino and Cattari 2015;
Lagomarsino et al. 2010) are focused on the proposal of proper quantitative pro-
cedures also in the case of monumental buildings.
Within this context, the Performance-Based Assessment (PBA) requires the use
of nonlinear analyses for the verification through the Displacement-Based
Approach (DBA). In fact, due to the high vulnerability of different types of
historical structures, which was proved again by the recent earthquakes (Oliveira
2003; Lagomarsino 2012; Cattari et al. 2013; Sorrentino et al. 2013), nonlinear
models turn out to be essential for an accurate and reliable assessment, due to the
strongly nonlinearity of masonry, despite the complexity of these buildings, both
from a geometric and structural point of view.
The mechanical models widely used at present for the analysis of ancient
masonry structures consider a verification approach in terms of forces: the conse-
quence is that in the past strengthening techniques were aimed at increasing
stiffness and strength. However, earthquake induces deformations and dynamic
amplification; therefore, it is better to keep the original flexibility of the structure
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and improve the displacement capacity, in terms of ductility or rocking, in order to
survive even to rare destructive earthquakes.
This agrees also with the PBA concepts, which consider different Performance
Levels (PLs) that must be fulfilled in the occurrence of corresponding earthquake
hazard levels (defined by the return period). The need to check the achievement of
PLs that are close to structural collapse strongly strengthens the use of static
nonlinear models and displacement-based procedures for the assessment, as it is
not possible to rely on linear analyses with the behavior factor approach, being
existing buildings not capacity designed.
Nonlinear static (pushover) analysis is usually considered as the main tool for
the application of the DBA; the vulnerability of the building is described by its
capacity curve. Recently, nonlinear dynamic analysis is emerging as a proper
alternative tool, which allows to evaluate the capacity, for example, through an
Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA, Vamvatsikos and Cornell 2002); IDA curves
are obtained through the application of a proper number of selected records, by
scaling the Intensity Measure (IM) till to reaching the given performance. The two
approaches have pros and cons, but an equivalence between them and a clear
definition on how to use both in an integrated way is still missing.
The paper focuses on this problem, paying particular attention to the specific
issues posed in the case of existing and historical masonry buildings characterized
by a box behavior, for which a 3D equivalent frame model of the whole building is
appropriate (e.g. Lagomarsino et al. 2013). This modeling approach considers the
in-plane behavior of masonry walls, which are discretized by piers and spandrels,
connected by rigid nodes, in order to create a plane frame. Piers are vertical panels
and are the most important elements since they resist both gravity loads and seismic
action; spandrels are the horizontal elements between two vertically-aligned open-
ings and connect two piers, limiting their end rotations. Each element is described
by nonlinear constitutive laws, in terms of generalized forces (N, V, M) and
displacements (u, v, φ), defined by proper failure criteria (e.g. as illustrated in
Calderini et al. 2009; Beyer and Mangalathu 2013, for piers and spandrels respec-
tively) and drift limits (e.g. as recently discussed in Petry and Beyer 2014); in
addition, in case of nonlinear dynamic analyses, the definition of an accurate cyclic
hysteretic behavior is required. Moreover, the possibility of modeling flexible
diaphragms (timber floors, masonry vaults), aimed to properly simulate the redis-
tribution of seismic actions among walls, constitutes an essential requisite for a
reliable assessment (Lagomarsino et al. 2013).
The equivalent frame modeling approach (explicitly suggested by some codes as
the EC8-Part 3) allows the nonlinear analysis (static and dynamic) of complex
models with a reasonable computational effort, and its use is widespread not only at
research level but also in engineering practice.
However, in the case of complex masonry historical structures, many aspects
need to be investigated in terms of equivalence and compatibility of static and
dynamic approaches, such as how to consider the contribution of higher modes in
static pushover analysis or to define Damage Levels (DL) and related PLs. As
regard the first issue, pushover analysis investigates the behavior of the structure
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under a predefined mode, induced by a given load pattern, monotonically increased;
thus the effects of higher modes, which induce a widespread diffusion of the
damage (as it is observed from nonlinear dynamic analyses), are lost. As regard
the second issue, the main problem is that the criteria currently adopted in codes,
based on the attainment of drift thresholds in structural elements or directly related
to the pushover curve through heuristic criteria, are not effective to detect the actual
behavior of such complex buildings, irregular in plan and with flexible horizontal
diaphragms.
In the following, all the aforementioned issues are deepened and some solutions
are proposed. In particular, the use of the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)
technique is suggested to process results of nonlinear dynamic analyses (§11.4) and
the multiscale approach is proposed to define the DLs (§11.5).
11.2 Seismic Performance-Based Assessment Through
Nonlinear Static and Dynamic Analyses
Seismic PBA of an existing building checks if the construction is able to fulfill some
selected Performance Levels (PLs) in case of occurrence of corresponding earth-
quake hazard levels, defined by the annual rate of exceedance λ (or return period
TR 1/λ). Once a proper Intensity Measure (IM) has selected as the one better
correlated with the building capacity, the maximum IM compatible with the
fulfillment of each PL that has to be checked (IMPLk, k¼ 1,..,4 if four PLs are
considered) is adopted as relevant outcome of the assessment. In the case of
historical buildings, target PLs have to be defined by considering not only the use
and safety of people (as usually proposed in codes in the case of new and existing
ordinary buildings) but also the conservation of the valuable architectural and
artistic assets of the monument: this issue has been recently faced in PERPETU-
ATE project (Lagomarsino et al. 2010) by proposing specific PLs that include also
requirements related to the Building Conservation and Artistic Asset Conservation
(Lagomarsino and Cattari 2015). According to this proposal, for example in the
case of Building Conservation, the preservation from building damage is not
related, as for ordinary buildings, to the costs of repair or rebuilding but to the
possibility of restoration or to the collapse prevention, in order to maintain, at least,
the monument as a ruin.
Within this general framework, Fig. 11.1 summarizes the basic principles and
steps of the PBA procedure, if nonlinear static or dynamic analyses are adopted.
The first step requires the definition of the seismic input. It is defined by the
hazard curve, obtained through a Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA),
which gives the selected IM as a function of the annual probability of occurrence
(or the return period). Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) is the most frequently
adopted IM, due to the large amount of information (strong motion records) and
models (Ground Motion Prediction Equations – GMPEs) that are available; it is
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usually a good parameter in the case of masonry palaces characterized by a box
behavior, due to their relatively short natural period, or of massive structures. Other
possible IMs are the spectral acceleration for a significant period of vibration of the
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Fig. 11.1 Principles of PBA through nonlinear static and dynamic analyses
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asset, the maximum spectral displacement, Arias intensity and Housner intensity
(Douglas et al. 2015). Advices on the proper selection of IM as a function of various
architectural assets (towers, obelisks, single or multi-drum columns, ..) are pro-
posed in Lagomarsino and Cattari (2015).
In the case of NonLinear Static Analysis (NLSA), the seismic input (Fig. 11.1a)
is described by an Acceleration-Displacement Response Spectrum (ADRS), which
must be completely defined, for the specific site of the building under investigation,
as a function of the assumed IM. On the contrary, in the case of NonLinear
Dynamic Analysis (NLDA) it is represented by a proper set of time histories
(Fig. 11.1b). The ADRS may be defined: (1) analytically, as in seismic codes;
(2) through a piecewise linear function, by spectral acceleration values Sa(Th) for a
given set of periods Th (h¼ 1,. . .,N), obtained from GMPEs that already includes
the soil amplification effects; (3) as the mean of the time histories selected to be
representative of the expected seismic events for the examined area. NLDA may be
performed by using a large amount of records (cloud method) or a proper selection
of time-histories, scaled in order to perform an IDA. These latter may be selected
from real recorded accelerograms (in order to be equivalent, on average, to the
target ADRS) or obtained through numerical modeling of the fault mechanism and
the propagation towards the site.
Once defined the seismic input, the second step deals with the definition of
proper thresholds for PLs correlated to the seismic response of the structure. To this
end it is useful to make reference to the empirical definition, adopted in
macroseismic post-earthquake assessment (Grunthal 1998), of observational Dam-
age States (DS): (1) slight; (2) moderate; (3) heavy; (4) very heavy; (5) collapse.
The behavior of the structure may be described by an Engineering Demand
Parameter (EDP), such as the horizontal displacement at the top of the building,
which can be evaluated by the static or dynamic nonlinear analyses and is useful,
through properly defined thresholds, to identify Damage Levels (DL) on the
pushover curve (in case of NLSA) or on the IDA curve (in case of NLDA); DLk
(k¼ 1,. . .,4) is the point after which the building experiences DSk. Then, DLs,
which are directly related to the structural response, have to be correlated to PLs,
which represent the behavior of the building in terms of functionality and conse-
quences (like as the immediate occupancy or the life safety). A first approximation
is to establish a direct correspondence between DLs and PLs. For example, Life
Safety is usually associated with heavy damage threshold (DL3), because it is
assumed there are very few casualties or injured people with this damage level.
From a probabilistic point of view, the attainment of the threshold that corresponds
to DLk means the probability of being in a DS greater of equal to DSk is 50 %. By
using statistical correlations between DSs and losses (in terms of casualties and
injured people, homeless, costs of repair), derived from post-earthquake assessment
(Coburn and Spence 2002), a refinement of such acceptance criteria is possible
(Lagomarsino and Cattari 2015).
As introduced in §11.1, the definition of reliable criteria to correlate DLs with
the structural response is a challenging task in the case of complex masonry assets.
Herein a multiscale approach (§11.5) is proposed by considering the behavior of
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single elements (E), macroelement (M) and of the global building (G). For each
scale, proper variables are introduced and their evolution in nonlinear phase is
monitored: local damage in piers and spandrels (E); drift in masonry walls and
horizontal diaphragms (M); normalized total base shear, from global pushover
curve (G). At the end, the EDP associated to the attainment of the given DLk is
represented in the case of NLSA by the displacement plotted in the pushover curve
(u): the corresponding threshold (uDLk¼ uPLk) derives from the application of such
multiscale approach as the minimum value (see Eq. 11.4 in §11.5) coming from the
reaching of predefined limit conditions at the aforementioned scales (Fig. 11.1c). In
case of NLDA, the results of each single analysis have to be properly processed. To
this aim and coherently with the multiscale approach adopted in NLSA, a scalar
variable YDLk (¼YPLk) is introduced as EDP (Fig. 11.1d): it derives from the
maximum among proper ratios between the maximum value (see Eq. 11.9 in
§11.5) of the variables monitored at three different scales, reached through the
application of the selected record, and the corresponding threshold. It is assumed
that the attainment of YDLk¼ 1 indicates the reaching of the examined DL. A more
thorough description of the multiscale approach is illustrated in §11.5.
Once introduced the EDP and criteria to define the PLs, it is possible to pass to
the computation of IMPLk (third step). In the case of NLSA (Fig. 11.1e), IMPLk is
obtained by the evaluation of the IM for which the seismic demand, given by a
properly reduced (overdamped or inelastic) ADRS, is equal to the displacement
capacity, related to the previously defined threshold of the EDP for the specific PL.
The capacity curve is obtained by converting the pushover curve (obtained from the
MDOF model of the building) into the equivalent nonlinear SDOF system. Herein,
the Capacity Spectrum Method (Freeman 1998) with overdamped spectra is
adopted as reference with some modifications illustrated at §11.6. In the case of
NLDA, numerical results may be represented by plotting the scalar variable YDLk as
function of IM (Fig. 11.1f). Then the procedure is based on a statistical evaluation
of IMPL through the Multiple Stripe Analysis (MSA, as described for example in
Jalayer e Cornell 2009), in the case of cloud method, or on the IDA curve in
correspondence of the attainment of YDLk¼ 1 condition, in the case of a set of time-
histories scaled to increasing values of IM.
Finally, the PBA is completed through the verification step (Fig. 11.1g) by
computing, through the hazard curve obtained from the PSHA, the annual rate of
exceedance λPLk of the earthquake correspondent to the given performance (or its
return period TR,PLk 1/λPLk). Finally, this value is compared with the target
earthquake hazard level TR,PLk  1=λPLk
 
in order to establish if rehabilitation
interventions are necessary or not.
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11.3 Pros and Cons of Nonlinear Static and Dynamic
Analyses
The main advantages of NLDA are the following. Since it models the dynamic
behavior of the structure, this is the more accurate method for the simulation of the
phenomenon. Indeed, the contribution of all modes is implicitly considered, as well
as the effect of vertical component of the input motion, sometimes not negligible.
Moreover, this method does not need the conventional transformation to an equiv-
alent nonlinear single degree of freedom system, since the seismic demand,
described in terms of acceleration time history, is directly involved in the analysis;
on the contrary, pushover analysis does not consider the seismic input and the
displacement demand is evaluated a posteriori by the ADRS.
Despite such evident pros, the higher computational effort and some additional
modeling features limited the feasibility of the method in the engineering practice;
moreover, there are some critical procedural aspects related to the PBA. As regards
the modeling features, it is evident the reliability of the dynamic method is
conditioned from the accuracy of the constitutive laws adopted for describing the
nonlinear cyclic hysteretic response of masonry panels (Fig. 11.2b), while for
pushover analysis only the backbone curve (Fig. 11.2a – in terms of normalized
shear strength of panel Vp/Vu,p and drift δ) is need. As testified by numerous
experimental tests on masonry panels, the cyclic hysteretic description must be
able as much as possible to capture the differences in the various failure modes that

























Fig. 11.2 Backbone of a masonry panel based on a multilinear constitutive law (Adapted from
Cattari and Lagomarsino (2013)) (a) and sketch of some typical hysteretic responses of masonry
piers subjected to a prevailing shear (b) and flexural (c) failure mode
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As regards the PBA procedural aspects, first of all it is useful to point out that the
application of an acceleration time history at the base of the structure and the
evaluation of its nonlinear dynamic response produce a large amount of results:
time histories of nodal displacements, element drifts, local and global energy
dissipation. These data give a comprehensive picture of the building response and
can be properly processed in order to assess if a given PL has been attained or not.
However, this is not a simple task and many alternative approaches have been
proposed in the past, usually referred to the definition of a global damage index that
is well correlated with the DLs. A review of several proposed damage indexes is
made in Williams and Sexsmith (1995), being most of them related to reinforced
concrete structures, except one proposal for masonry ones (Benedetti et al. 2001)
and critical disquisitions by some authors (e.g. Tomazevic 1999). Apart from the
definition of damage indexes, recently in Mouyiannou et al. (2014) specific criteria
to define PLs from the execution of NLDA have been proposed. However, none of
these proposals have been yet implemented in the PBA procedures proposed by
codes and recommendations. Indeed, at code level, the common trend is to adopt as
reference result of the NLDA the maximum displacement occurred in the structure:
thus, to proceed to the verification, it is usually compared with the displacement
capacity obtained by the nonlinear static procedure, with the related criteria. It is
evident that this use is very simplistic respect to the potentials of such an accurate
method. Finally, the proper selection of time history represents a critical issue: on
the one hand, the admissibility of scaling records is debated in literature; on the
other hand, in the case of cloud method adoption, it is necessary to have a sufficient
number of records to apply the MSA, in particular characterized by values of IM
which produce a seismic demand very close to the attainment of the given PL
(Jalayer and Cornell 2009).
Passing to the NLSA, despite some intrinsic limitations of the static approach,
which can be inferred from the first sentence of this section, it represents a quite
effective and feasible tool for the PBA of existing masonry buildings, being
nowadays widespread not only at research level but also in the engineering practice.
As regard modeling, NLSA requires only the simulation of the monotonic
behavior of masonry panels; this makes the formulation and definition of mechan-
ical parameters easier than in case of NLDA. Many nonlinear models have been
proposed for the simulation of the in-plane response of masonry panels; the most
simple option for the implementation in the equivalent frame approach is the use of
a nonlinear beam model, that presents the following main advantages: (i) it is
particularly easy to be implemented also in practice-oriented software packages;
(ii) it is consistent with the recommendations included in several seismic codes
ASCE 41–13 2014; EC8-Part 3 2005); (iii) it is based on few mechanical param-
eters that may be easily defined and related to in-situ tests. Concerning this, despite
the more spread adoption of a simple bilinear law, the increasing requirement to
verify also PLs close to the Near Collapse condition makes pressing the adoption of
more refined constitutive laws, like as those based on a multilinear backbone curve
(Fig. 11.2a).
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As regards the computational aspects, the execution of pushover analysis
requires proper choices concerning: (i) seismic load pattern; (ii) selection of control
node (to optimize the numerical convergence); (iii) representative displacement to
be considered in the pushover curve. All of them affect the resulting pushover
curve, in particular for irregular buildings and in presence of flexible diaphragms.
Regarding load pattern (i), that aims to simulate the seismic action through static
incremental horizontal forces, possible options are (Aydinoglu and Onem 2010):
(1) proportional to masses (obtained from a uniform displacement shape); (2) pro-
portional to the fundamental modal shape (modal); (3) given by a proper combina-
tion of different modes (SRSS-based); (4) obtained from a triangular displacement
shape (pseudo-triangular); (5) load pattern adapted to the current displacement
shape (adaptive). Indeed, the pushover curve aims to represent the backbone
achieved by the virtual application of a seismic input with increasing intensity
level: to this aim, the comparison with results of NLDA could be very useful to
select the most correct load pattern to be adopted (Fig. 11.3).
Usually codes propose to assume at least two patterns, because the inertial force
distribution changes, with the occurrence of damage, from an initial modal distri-
bution to patterns that are proportional to the deformed shape, which often at
collapse is closer to the uniform one (in the case of a soft storey mechanism at
the base). An alternative is the adaptive pushover, in which at each step of the
analysis the load pattern is updated as a function of the evolution of the nonlinear
response of the structure (Antoniou and Pinho 2004; Chopra et al. 2004; Gupta and
Kunnath 2000). However, very few applications to masonry structures can be found
in the literature (Galasco et al. 2006), due to their distinctive features, such as the
softening response of masonry under shear and the presence of flexible floors.
The modal pattern is not reliable in the case of flexible horizontal diaphragms,
because each mode mainly involves the local behavior of single walls, having a
very low fraction of the participating mass. Thus, in order to reach a significant total
mass participation, a SRSS-based load pattern can be defined, in a given direction,
by considering the first Nr modes that, in each wall, are characterized by the same
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Fig. 11.3 Comparison between backbone obtained by the execution of a NLSA and the results of
NLDA achieved by using a seismic input scaled for two different levels of IM
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lower than 75 %, this percentage should be anyhow considered in the conversion to
the equivalent SDOF system. If the building is regular in elevation, a simpler
alternative is the use of a pseudo-triangular load pattern, because it assures that
the seismic masses in all parts of the building are involved in the pushover analysis.
An advanced approach, in order to treat the complex configurations (flexible
floors, irregularity in plan and in elevation), is the multi-modal pushover analysis
(Chopra and Goel 2002), which can also combine, if necessary, the effect of both
components of the input motion (Reyes and Chopra 2011), instead of considering
them as independent.
The choice of control node (ii), both in elevation and plan, is important in order
to optimize the convergence of the nonlinear pushover analysis. Regarding the
elevation, it is suggested to select the control node above the level in which the
collapse occurs. For this reason, codes commonly propose to assume the control
node at the top floor. Regarding the in-plan location, the choice represents a very
crucial issue in case of existing buildings with timber floors or vaults. In fact, while
in the case of rigid floors the results are almost insensitive to the position of the
control node, in the case of flexible ones they strongly depend on it, because of the
different stiffness and strength of masonry walls. The numerical results are more
accurate if the control node is selected in the wall that collapses as the first.
The selection of the representative displacement for the pushover curve (iii) is a
crucial point for the conversion into capacity curve when diaphragms are not rigid
and/or the building is irregular in plan. In fact, the capacity curve shows very
different displacement capacity (ductility) whether the considered displacement is
that of a wall that reaches failure or not. Thus, instead of the displacement of the
control node, it is preferable to use the average displacement of all nodes at the
same level, weighted by the seismic nodal mass. This procedure represents a
heuristic approach useful to get an unambiguous outcome, which has also a
physical interpretation: indeed, the displacement-based approach considers the
capacity of seismic masses to move, in comparison with the earthquake displace-
ment demand.
Once obtained the pushover curve, the PBA requires the adoption of a proper
nonlinear static procedure. Various proposals are available in the literature, like as
the Capacity Spectrum Method (CSM) and Displacement-Based Method (DBM)
(Freeman 1998; Calvi 1999; Priestley et al. 2007), the Coefficient Method (CM)
(ASCE 41–13 2014) and the N2Method (Fajfar 2000). All of them basically require
the introduction of some conventional approaches: (i) to convert the original
MDOF model into the equivalent SDOF system, to be compared with the seismic
input (ADRS); (ii) to reduce the elastic spectra in order to take into account the
increasing of dissipation due to the nonlinear structural behavior. As regard the
conversion, it is usually based on a transformation factor computed as a function of
displacement shape vector, assumed consistent with the fundamental modal shape
of the system (Fajfar 2000). As regard the reduction, two approaches are proposed:
overdamped spectra (adopted by CSM, DBM, CM methods), in which an equiva-
lent linear model is considered with a properly increased viscous damping, and
inelastic spectra (N2 method), which are defined in terms of ductility (only in this
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case it is necessary to proceed to a further conversion in a bilinear capacity curve, in
order to define the initial equivalent period and the ductility). After a wide set of
dynamic parametric analyses on different nonlinear hysteretic SDOF models, some
refinements of the CSM have been proposed as Modified ADRS (MADRS) method
(FEMA 440 2005), in order to obtain from static nonlinear analysis a displacement
demand as much as possible equal to the one obtained from nonlinear dynamic
analyses; more recently, further improvements on such direction have been pro-
posed just for masonry buildings (Graziotti et al. 2013). However, an agreement on
the most reliable method still represents an open issue.
11.4 Use of Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)
for the PBA
One of most critical issue related to the use of NLDA is the availability of effective
tools and procedures to properly exploit the large amount of results produced.
To this aim, the use of the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD – Lumley
1970) is proposed for the first time, as far as the Authors know, in the field of
seismic assessment; this method is also known as Principal Component Analysis
(PCA), in the discrete-space context, or as Karhunen-Loeve Expansion (KLE –
Loeve 1945; Karhunen 1946), when used in the context of continuous second-order
stochastic processes. Main aim of the POD is to represent, through a non-parametric
modal expansion, a random process as a linear combination of deterministic
quantities, called modes, modulated by random uncorrelated coefficients called
Principal Components (PCs). The modal representation offered by POD is the
best in the mean square sense (i.e. energetic), because has the fastest possible
convergence among all the possible linear combinations: this means that only
some (usually a few) terms of the series are really needed to capture the relevant
energetic part of the observed phenomenon. Geometrically, the aim of POD is to
find a rotation of the reference system that minimizes the covariance (i.e. the
redundancy) of the random variables, maximizing the variance (i.e. the informa-
tion) of the new variables in the new reference system. The change in basis can be
seen as a change of the point of view that improves the “visible” information
included in the dataset.
In the past it has been already applied in many other fields, like as economics
(Falco et al. 2006) or other engineering applications (Berkooz et al. 1993; Han and
Feeny 2003; Solari et al. 2007; Marre` Brunenghi 2014). Herein, the use of the POD
is proposed in order to interpret the dynamic structural response to an earthquake
excitation, from the results of numerical simulations by NLDA or experimental
tests on shaking table, in terms of dominant behaviours. This approach is more
effective than referring to single and instantaneous peaks of the response (e.g. the
maximum displacement occurred in a point of the structure, like as the top level).
Moreover, it could be very useful also to preliminary correct data from
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measurements errors or noise, in case of experimental test, or from slight conver-
gence errors, in case of numerical simulations.
The method basically consists in the eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance
matrix estimated from the data. Starting from the original dataset, POD aims to find
a new set of coordinates in such a way that the first PC has the maximum variance
and each succeeding component has the highest variance possible under the con-
strain that it is orthogonal to the preceding component: in this way the PCs are
mutually uncorrelated.
First step to apply this technique consists in arranging the results q(t) of the
NLDA in a data matrix V, whose columns contain the signal time histories (in such
a way that each line displays the variables observed at the same time). Then the
matrix V is decomposed through a basis of orthonormal vectors (ϕ) in order to










The components Yk of V on the basis ϕ represent the principal components
(PCs). The optimal basis to decompose V is represented by the covariance matrix
C:
C ¼ E qTq  ¼
σ2q1    Cq1qN
⋮ ⋱ ⋮





The diagonal of C collects the variances of each signal time history, while the other
elements are the covariances of all possible pairs of time histories.
The covariance matrix satisfies some relevant properties, that is to be symmetric
and positive definite. Thus the eigenvalues are real and positive, the relative
eigenvectors are real and can always be chosen so that they are mutually
orthonormal.
Such eigenvalue problem is mathematically formulated as:
C λIð Þϕ ¼ 0 ð11:3Þ
where ϕ are the eigenvectors and λ the eigenvalues, that is the variances of the
Y rotated components, aimed to quantify the energy associated to each mode. Thus,
the principal directions of the process can be obtained by solving such problem.
By sorting the eigenvalues in decreasing order it is possible to identify the
dominant modes of the phenomenon.
According to the context in which the POD is herein proposed, the result q may
be represented for example by the displacement or acceleration time histories of all
nodes of the equivalent frame model (Fig. 11.4).
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The application to displacement time histories may support the definition of
deformed shapes both in plan and in elevation, while if POD is applied to nodal
accelerations the dominant distribution of inertial forces transmitted to the structure
can be estimated. This latter application may be very useful to calibrate the load
pattern distribution to be adopted in pushover analyses; in particular, if this eval-
uation is made on the results of IDA analyses, the relevance of considering an
adaptive pushover analysis can be assessed. Moreover, in §11.5 the use of POD is
also proposed to process data useful to the definition of the PLs according to the
multiscale approach, in the case of NLDA.
In Cattari et al. (2014) an application of the POD technique is proposed for the
interpretation of shaking-table tests made on two prototypes of two-storey masonry
buildings: results include both the analysis of experimental tests measurements and
the processing of results from a numerical simulation through NLDA performed by
the equivalent frame program Tremuri (Lagomarsino et al. 2013). The POD
technique turned out to be very useful and effective.
Fig. 11.4 Sketch on the use of POD technique to process data from experimental tests or NLDA
results (Data adapted from Cattari et al. (2014))
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11.5 Multiscale Approach for the Definition of PLs
Thresholds
The definition of DLs thresholds of the EDP (useful to check the fulfillment of
corresponding PLs) from NLSA, as well as NLDA, is a complex task.
In the case of existing reinforced concrete buildings, nonlinear elements used for
columns and beams are usually elasto-plastic, without strength degradation. There-
fore, the pushover curve that is obtained do not present any strength degradation
and the verification of PLs is made at the level of single elements, considering: for
Damage Limitation PL the occurrence of a given threshold in the first element;
while for Near Collapse PL another threshold at element scale which is checked on
a combination of elements which give rise to a predefined collapse mechanism
(e.g. column sway or beam sway).
In the case of complex historical masonry buildings nonlinear constitutive laws
for piers and spandrels take into account strength degradation; this allows to obtain,
from the pushover analysis with an equivalent frame model, a capacity curve that
shows not only the stiffness degradation and the maximum strength, but also the
strength degradation for high values of the displacement demand. For this reason
some codes (e.g. EC8 Part 3 2005) define PLs directly on the pushover curve and
require a verification directly in terms of displacement demand and capacity,
without the a posteriori verification of each masonry element. This approach is
not enough accurate in the case of complex masonry buildings with flexible
diaphragms and/or big and irregular plan configurations. Indeed in these cases, as
far as Near Collapse PL is considered, a significant damage in one single wall may
not appear evident in the pushover curve of the whole structure in terms of strength
decay. Analogously, for the detection of Damage Limitation PL, it is correct to
allow a given damage in some elements, if the global stiffness degradation is still
limited and the maximum strength is not reached, but it is not acceptable that
damage of structural elements spread too much in the building, even if there is not
any tangible effect in the global pushover curve. However, in the case of complex
masonry buildings, for Near Collapse PL the a priori selection of predefined failure
mechanisms would be quite difficult, due to the possible irregular topology of the
equivalent frames, while for Damage Limitation PL the adoption of a structural
element approach, based on the checking of the first damaged structural element,
would be too conservative.
In Mouyiannou et al. (2014), specific criteria for defining PLs in case of masonry
buildings through nonlinear dynamic analyses have been recently proposed. They
combine various approaches and variables differentiated as a function of increasing
levels of damage severity (until DL3). In case of DL1 (corresponding to Immediate
Occupancy PL), the Authors suggest to adopt the displacement associated to the
first pier reaching its maximum shear resistance. In case of DL2 (related to Damage
Limitation PL) and DL3 (related to Life Safety PL), they tested the use of three
different criteria, mainly based on: (i) the global lateral strength evolution (in terms
of attainment of the maximum base shear or a 20 % strength degradation); (ii) the
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damage diffusion (in terms of percentage of piers area failing); (iii) the degradation
of the structural response for increasing levels of the ground motion (monitored
through fixed changes in the slope of the IDA curves represented in terms of PGA –
drift). Then, after the analysis of results achieved on some prototype buildings (two
or three storey buildings, with almost rigid floors and compact plan configurations),
the Authors suggested the adoption of criterion i), as that most stable with the
record-to-record variability, by expressing the attainment of such DLs in terms of
average weighted story drift (DL2) and maximum interstory drift (DL3). Such
criteria are basically coherent also with those suggested in some code (Eurocode
8 – Part 3) in the case of nonlinear static analyses.
However, in particular when horizontal diaphragms are flexible, the adoption of
a single criterion seems to be unreliable to detect all possible failure mechanisms.
To overcome this problem a multiscale approach for defining DLs in case of
historical masonry building was proposed by PERPETUATE project, focused on
the assessment of monumental architectural assets (Lagomarsino and Cattari 2015).
It aims to combine in an integrated way different criteria and checks at various
scales, which are relevant for the seismic response of the building: structural
elements scale (local damage, E), architectural elements scale (damage in
macroelements, M) and global scale (G). According to this criterion, a coherent
approach is applied to define the DLs in case of both NLSA, where the EDP is
represented by the displacement u on the pushover curve, and NLDA, where the
EPD is constituted by the scalar variable Y introduced in §11.2.
In the case of NLSA, since the final seismic assessment is made through the
global pushover curve, the displacement corresponding to attaining DLk
(k¼ 1,. . .,4) is computed as:
uDLk ¼ min uE,DLk; uM,DLk; uG,DLkð Þ k ¼ 1, . . . , 4 ð11:4Þ
where uE,DLk, uM,DLk, and uG,DLk are the displacements on the pushover curve
corresponding to the reaching, respectively, of predefined limit conditions at
these scales: element (E, piers or spandrels), macroelement (M, each masonry
wall and, eventually, horizontal diaphragms) and global (G, pushover curve).
At global scale, the variable chosen to monitor the attainment of uG,DLk is
the rate κG of the total base shear over the maximum base shear of the pushover
curve (κG ¼ V=Vmax); proper thresholds (κDLk) are defined for DL1 and DL2 in the
growing branch of the curve while DL3 and DL4 are located on the descending one.
At macroelement scale, the following variables are adopted: in the case of
masonry walls, the interstorey drift θw,l by any wall and level (w¼ 1,. . .,Nw –
wall number; l¼ 1,. . .,Nl – level number) must not reach the threshold θDLk; in
case of diaphragms, the angular strain γq,l (q¼ 1,. . .,Nq – diaphragm number) must
not reach the threshold γDLk. It is worth noting that usually the interstorey drift is
computed referring to the horizontal displacements at floor levels, but this is correct
only in the case of strong spandrels (shear-type behaviour). More in general, the
interstorey drift of wall θw,l has to be evaluated by taking into account the
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contribution of both horizontal displacement and rotation of nodes, for example
according to:
θw, l ¼ uw, l  uw, l1
hl
þ φw, l þ φw, l1
2
ð11:5Þ
where: hl is the interstorey height at level l, while uw,l (uw, l1) and φw, l (φw, l1) are
the average horizontal displacement and rotation of nodes located at level l (or l1)
in wall w (positive if counterclockwise).
Finally, at element scale the cumulative rate of panels that reach a certain DLi
(piers – ΛP,DLk – and spandrels – ΛS,DLk) is introduced to check for the attainment of
uE,DLk.. To this aim, proper constitutive laws (e.g. Cattari and Lagomarsino 2013)
must be defined for these structural elements (Fig. 11.2a), possibly considering the
strength degradation, and able to detect the attainment of progressing DLs, for
example by checking the reaching of given drift limits δDLi (being the damage
levels DLi at element scale defined for i from 1 to 5).
The cumulative rate of damage ΛS,DLk is defined as the percentage of spandrels











i ¼ k þ 2 ð11:6Þ
where the sum is extended to the total number of spandrels (s¼ 1,. . .,NS) in the
building and H is the Heaviside function (equal to 0 until the demand δs in the s-th
spandrel does not reach the capacity δDLi).
The cumulative rate of damage ΛP,DLk is defined as the percentage of piers that












i ¼ k þ 1 ð11:7Þ
where the sum is extended to the total number of piers (p¼ 1,. . .,NP).
It is worth noting that, according to Eqs. (11.6) and (11.7), a higher damage level
is accepted in spandrels than in piers. For example, to check the attainment of DL2
(k¼ 2) the reaching of damage levels 3 (i¼ k + 1) and 4 (i¼ k + 2) are checked at
the scale of pier and spandrel elements, respectively. In case of DL4, only attain-
ment of damage level 5 in piers is considered. This assumption reflects the different
hierarchic role of these elements in the behavior of masonry walls. In fact, piers
represent the most important elements, which bear both static loads and seismic
action, whereas spandrels are secondary elements, which connect piers by trans-
mitting bending moments.
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Table 11.1 proposes ranges of possible values to be used for checks at the
different scales; of course these thresholds could be validated or updated by further
experimental tests or evidence from observed damage. At local scale, a unique
value ΛPS is proposed as threshold for cumulative rate variables ΛP,DLk and ΛS,DLk
for both piers and spandrels and all DLk; it allows that damage spreads in a limited
percentage of elements, but avoids that the DLk is reached due to just one single
element. The expression herein proposed has been calibrated through an extensive
application of the multiscale approach to several buildings, by considering various
irregularities and diaphragms of different stiffness (Cattari and Lagomarsino 2013).
In particular, the proposed threshold takes into account the damage induced by the
application of the gravity loads (ΛP(s),DLk,0) and the number of pier and spandrels in
the given building. At macroelement scale, interstorey drift limits may be selected
within given ranges, which are compatible with values proposed in Calvi (1999). At
global scale, range of values for the thresholds of the rate of the maximum overall
base shear are compatible with provisions of Eurocode 8, Part 3 (EN 2005); in the
case of DL1, a lower bound is defined in order to avoid the occurrence of a slight
Damage State in the very beginning of the growing branch of the capacity curve. In
some cases, additional checks at macroelement scale (e.g. for horizontal dia-
phragms) or local scale (e.g. by monitoring the damage is some relevant elements)
should be considered for specific performance requirements (e.g. related to the
safety of people).
Figure 11.5 illustrates synthetically the steps to be followed in the case of NLSA
for the definition of DLk on the pushover curve, by the multiscale approach.
In the case of NLDA, in order to be compatible as much as possible with the
multiscale approach defined for NLSA, the scalar variable YDLk for a given
nonlinear dynamic analysis is introduced as:
YDLk ¼ max YE,DLk; YM,DLk; YG,DLkð Þ k ¼ 1, . . . , 4 ð11:8Þ
where the scalar variables YE,DLk, YM,DLk, and YG,DLk are computed as the ratio
between the maximum value, attained during the time history, of the variables afore
introduced at three different scales (E¼ΛP, ΛS; M¼ θw,l, γq,l; G¼ u) and the
corresponding thresholds.
More specifically, YDLk is computed as:













where the displacement u is the same representative of the structural response
selected in the case of NLSA. It is worth noting that in the case of DL1 the check
at global scale could be performed also in terms of strength (with reference to the
reaching of the thresold of 0.5Vmax) than displacement capacity. Figure 11.6
summarizes the application of the multiscale approach in the case of results from
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a single NLDA (that is, for a given time history, scaled to a given intensity measure,
in the case of IDA method). Of course results of all analyses have to be properly
processed: it is assumed the attainment of YDLk¼ 1 indicates the reaching of the
examined DL. The threshold uG,DLK (computed according to the criteria adopted at
global scale in case of NLSA) is obtained for example by considering the pushover
curve resulting from the adoption of the most correct load pattern, as selected
through a preliminary comparison with the results of NLDA; as introduced in
§11.4, to this aim the application of the POD technique to the acceleration time
histories turns out to be very useful.
In the case of checks performed at global scale, it is worth to point out that the
maximum displacement umax at top level could be affected by single peaks of the
response, due to the contribution of higher modes or even to numerical conver-
gence problems. In order to be coherent with the displacement uG,DLK, obtained
by the NLSA, it is suggested to use the displacement time history (u) preliminary
treated by the application of the POD technique by considering as vector q (see
Eq. 11.2) the weighted average displacement at all levels of the building (Nl).
Fig. 11.6 Multiscale approach for the DLs identification in case of NLDA (for a given time
history as scaled to a given intensity measure, in the case of IDA method). (a) Element scale. (b)
Macroelement scale. (c) Global scale
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11.6 Computation of the Seismic Input Compatible
with Each PL
In case of NLSA, the method herein adopted as basic reference is the classical CSM
which uses overdamped spectra. If the seismic input is given, the evaluation of the
displacement demand requires an iterative procedure. On the contrary, the evalu-
ation of the seismic input that produces a given displacement (that is the adopted
outcome of the assessment, IMPL) is straightforward, once the corresponding
equivalent viscous damping (ξPL) is known. This latter may be computed from
cyclic pushover analyses or from analytical expressions proposed in literature for
similar buildings (Calvi 1999; Priestley et al. 2007; Blandon and Priestley 2005;
Sullivan and Calvi 2013). Recently in Cattari and Lagomarsino (2013) some
expressions specifically calibrated for existing masonry buildings have been pro-
posed on basis of cyclic pushover analyses on different configurations that
exhibited various global failure mechanisms (i.e. soft storey or with damage
spreads also in spandrels), directly related to specific structural details (e.g. the




































Fig. 11.7 Results of cyclic pushover analyses on a three storey URM masonry building as a
function of different structural details (From Cattari and Lagomarsino 2013): (a) 3D view of
Equivalent Frame model; (b) Type A – representative of Weak Spandrel-Strong Pier failure mode
(with very weak spandrels, without tensile resistant elements coupled and poor interlocking);
(c) Type C – representative of Strong Spandrel-Weak Pier (soft storey) failure mode (with
reinforced concrete elements coupled to spandrels); (d) Type B – intermediate failure mode
(with spandrels characterized by a good interlocking)
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summarizes some of results discussed more in detail in Cattari and Lagomarsino
(2013) in the case of analyses performed on a three storey URM masonry building.
Once defined ξPL and the corresponding period (TPL), if the ADRS is regular and
the spectral displacement increases monotonically with the period T (or remains
constant), IMPL can be simply evaluated as the IM for which the spectral displace-
ment demand Sd(TPL,IM,ξPL) is equal to dPL, being d the displacement of the
capacity curve (that is the original displacement u of the pushover curve properly
converted in the SDOF system).
In order to extend the CSM application to the case of irregular ADRS
(Fig. 11.8a), the following expression in proposed for the evaluation of IMPL:
IMPL ¼ dPL
max S1 Tð Þη T; ξPLð Þ; TDL1 < T < TPL½ 
ð11:10Þ
where: S1(T) is the response spectrum normalized to IM and η(T, ξPL) is the reduction
factor applied to obtain the overdamped spectra, which may be assumed according to
analytical expressions suggested in Eurocode 8 (2004) or in ASCE 41–13 (2014).
With respect to the original CSM, Eq. (11.10) aims to modify the evaluation of
displacement demand with respect the classical direct intersection between reduced
demand and capacity, taking into account the maximum displacement demand that
the structure might have experienced from its elastic dynamic behavior until the
reaching of the given TPL. Such proposal has been supported by the results of an
extensive set of nonlinear dynamic analyses on single blocks subjected to rocking
failure (Lagomarsino 2015). This modification, that does not strictly use the secant
period, is consistent also with the modification proposed by the MADRS method
(FEMA 440 2005) that highlighted the need, on the basis of evidence from results of
nonlinear dynamic analyses, to use for the definition of the equivalent linear SDOF
system, values of the period and damping (called “effective”) that are different from
those associated to the secant ones in order to obtain more accurate results.











Fig. 11.8 (a) General CSM procedure proposed for the evaluation of IMPL; (b) MADRS
procedure proposed in FEMA 440
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analytical expressions differentiated as a function of various possible hysteretic
responses.
The proposal introduced by Eq. (11.10) is relevant in the case of irregular
spectra, similar to the one of Fig. 11.8a, which are typical when obtained directly
from a number of real records or by numerical models that evaluate soil amplifica-
tion phenomena.
Finally a last comment concerning the use of Eq. (11.10) is related to the case in
which the capacity curve presents brittle behaviors with a sudden strength degra-
dation, quite common in case of masonry buildings. The Incremental Static Anal-
ysis (ISA) curve can be defined as the IM that causes a given displacement d as a
function of d; the application of Eq. (11.10) without additional restriction could
provide a not strictly monotonic ISA curve, which should be inconsistent (because
you cannot obtain a displacement demand with a value of IM lower than that which
produces a lower displacement). Figure 11.9 shows such specific case, in the case of
adoption of an analytical ADRS input (as that proposed in EC8 2004). In this case
the IM is represented by the PGA; in Fig. 11.9b the grey line corresponds to the
evaluation provided according to Eq. (11.10), the black one that consistent with the
assumption of a monotonic increasing function. Moreover, Fig. 11.9a shows the
comparison between the capacity curve and the overdamped spectrum, scaled to the
IMPLk value; each point of the overdamped reduced spectra refers to the
corresponding value of reduction compatible with the equivalent viscous damping
Sd
Capacity curve
IM (d) by imposing a
monotonic increasing function














Fig. 11.9 CSM procedure proposed for the evaluation of IMPL in case of capacity curves
characterized by sudden base shear decay
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on the capacity curve. From this figure it is evident that in the range marked by the
dotted circle the adoption only of Eq. (11.10) would lead to inconsistent results.
Finally, in case of NLDA, the procedure is based on a statistical evaluation of
IMPL through the Multiple Stripe Analysis (MSA), in the case of cloud method, or
the IDA curves in correspondence of the attainment of YDL¼ 1 condition, in the
case of a set of time-histories scaled to increasing IM (Fig. 11.10).
11.7 Conclusions
A discussion on the use of nonlinear static and dynamic analyses for the Perfor-
mance Based Assessment of masonry existing buildings is presented focusing the
attention on structures dominated by a global behavior and reliably modeled
through the equivalent frame approach. Some original contributions to strengthen
the equivalence of criteria adopted in the two methods are proposed. In particular,
such proposals deal with the definition of performance level thresholds for the
structural capacity (to be adopted for checking the fulfillment of PLs) and the tools
to enhance the use of rich amount of data carried out through nonlinear dynamic
analyses.
As regard the first objective, a multiscale approach is introduced aimed to
combine in an integrate way different criteria and checks at various scales which
are relevant for the seismic response of the building (element, macroelement,
global). This approach is needed for complex masonry buildings, in particular
when horizontal diaphragms are flexible. PLs are defined through the introduction
of proper variables, directly obtained by numerical models, in a consistent way in
the case of static and dynamic methods.
As regard the second one, the use of the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
(POD) technique is proposed to detect the dominant behaviors highlighted by the
structure when a nonlinear dynamic analysis or shaking table tests are performed,






Result of j-th IDA
pIM Y=1
Fig. 11.10 Results of IDA and evaluation of IMPL
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peaks of the response (more affected by random noise, due to numerical conver-
gence problems or measurements errors). Beside interpreting the results in a more
effective way, the processing of data through the POD technique is also useful to
provide information on the correct deformed shape and load pattern to be adopted in
the case of static procedures for verification.
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